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Automatic query expansion and classification for television
related tweet collection
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Abstract: The growing number of twitter users create large amounts of messages that contain valuable information
for market research. These messages, called tweets, which are short, contain twitter-specific writing styles and are of-
ten idiosyncratic give rise to a vocabulary mismatch with typically chosen keywords for tweet collection. We propose
a method that uses a new form of query expansion that generates pairs of search terms and takes into consideration
the language usage of twitter to access user data that would otherwise be missed. Supervised classification is used
to maintain precision by comparing collected tweets with external sources. Evaluation was carried out by collecting
tweets about five different television shows during their time of airing and indicate, on average a 66.5% increase in the
number of tweets compared with using the title of the show as the search terms and 68.0% total precision. Classifi-
cation gives an average increase of 55.2% in number of tweets and 82.0% total precision. The utility of an automatic
system for tracking topics that can find additional keywords is demonstrated.

Keywords: Information retrieval, query expansion, machine learning, twitter, market research.

1. Introduction

The adoption of social media has increased dramatically in the
last years. Millions of users use social media services every day,
such as many of the 806 million users ofFacebook[1]. Since the
creation of material is decentralized and requires no permission,
enormous quantities of unstructured, uncategorized information
are created by users every minute. For instance, 340 million twit-
ter messages, often called tweets, are authored every day [2].

Many industries are interested in analyzing this vast amount
of user messages where the technologies used include social net-
work analysis and sentiment analysis. One application is to ana-
lyze messages about a specific brand, product or similar. We will
refer to all such messages as being about a certaintopic, which
has a title, for example, a television shows title.

However, a crucial part of the process of conducting market
research on a topic, such as determining sentiment towards it or
estimating ratings, is to get a good sample of messages. When
gathering messages in social media, often keywords determined
by an analyst is used, such as in [3] [4] and [5]. We argue that
this method ignores a large fraction of the messages relating to
certain topics and thus detrimentally affects the validity of results
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of later analysis. The idiosyncratic and novel language use on
twitter, driven by the short message length, results in a vocabu-
lary mismatch that can be mitigated by the use of a systematic
method to find the messages not covered by using the title, or
other manually selected terms, as a search terms.

In this paper, to improve tweet collection, we propose the use
of streaming retrieval with additional keywords and classification
of collected tweets. The additional keywords are determined us-
ing relevance feedback techniques and automatic query expan-
sion (AQE). By comparing term distributions in sets of messages
about different topics we determine descriptive terms for each
topic that yield improved recall when included as search terms.
By also classifying the retrieved tweets as either relevant or irrel-
evant to the topic, higher precision can be achieved. Supervised
classification also, in part, deals with the issue of ambiguity [6].

We evaluate the proposed method with regards to tweets about
television shows using streaming retrieval for popularity estima-
tion, but the method is not limited to this domain. We used five
television shows and collected, on average, 77240 tweets for each
show. For each show 500 tweets was sampled randomly, assigned
labels and then performance was evaluated.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: section 2
describes twitter and the options and limitations of retrieving
tweets; section 3 lists some related work; section 4 details the
methods used; section 5 describes the data used, experiment set
up and results; section 6 contains analysis of the results. Finally,
section 7 contains conclusions and ideas for future work.
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Table 1 Tweets with informal language use.

Alyssa Avila @alyssarenae23
Barney Stinson can sometimes be the romantic type!?????? #HIMYM

Fleur Ozanne@FleuriePoo
Could watch #howimetyourmother for hours

Catarina Heynes@CatarinaHeynes
new episode of #HIMYM in threeeee daysssss!!

Klaroline ? @MeliCont
TVD Production Thanks For TVD #TrendItNow #TVDFamily #TVD

.HOtTeQuiLLa. @Ronnie1596
e19s2 #TVD Katherine’s dance :D

Amy Wall @aamyWall
#BigBangTheory #NeverFails :)

2. Twitter and tweet collection

Twitter*1 is a social media service that allows users to share
short text messages called tweets limited to 140 UTF-8 charac-
ters in length. To a user the messages are presented in inverse
chronological order akin to the practice ofbloggingand the short
tweets are sometimes calledmicroblogposts or status updates.

Perhaps because of their short length users have adopted novel
language patterns when writing tweets. One very common prac-
tice is the use ofhashtags, that is, prefixing a word with the#

symbol. These often serve as topic markers and some authors
[7][8] have defined the inclusion of a certain hashtag as the def-
inition of being related to a specific topic. Also very common
is the use of a kind of messaging standard, prefixing an account
name with@ refers to a certain user, called amention. Some
examples of idiosyncratic language usage patterns on twitter are
show in table 1.

The Twitter company allows third parties to access tweets us-
ing different methods, one uses persistent HTTP requests in what
is called thestreaming API*2. Twitter does not store tweets for
long periods of time nor do they support complex search opera-
tions such as matching words within a certain proximity or query
expansion, instead a Boolean matching strategy is used. A re-
liable way to access tweets about a certain topic, if we know
good search terms, is to sign up to receive tweets containing a
disjunction of conjunctions of terms using thetrack function of
the streaming API, as opposed to thefire hosefunction that gives
a sample of all tweets. In set notation, wheret represents a term
in the vocabularyΩ, tweet is a retrieved message andCi denotes
a conjunction of several terms:

API results= {tweet| ∨i (Ci ⊆ tweet)}

Ci ∈ ∪i,k ti,k, ti,k ∈ Ω

An example:

tweet1 = {I,like,productX}, tweet2 = {#pX,is,bad}

C1 = {productX},C2 = {#pX,bad}

Thetrackservice is limited to a maximum data rate as well as by
1 ≥

∑

|Ci | ≥ N. The data rate is determined by contract and the
number of search terms to track,N, is also limited.

*1 www.twitter.com
*2 https://dev.twitter.com/docs/streaming-apis

3. Related work

Many authors have investigated information retrieval of tweets,
these are mostly adapted to ad-hoc retrieval [9] [10], especially
using the TREC microblog data set*3 [11]. Some authors have
employed query expansion such as [12]. In relation to market re-
search, it is an open question weather results achieved on a small
data set sampled for a shorter period of time and annotated with a
modest number ofquery–relevance judgmentpairs are applicable
to the problem of obtaining as many as possible related tweets.
We are most interested in evaluations done with the constraints
of up to date, inclusive tweet collection in place. Nevertheless,
many of the techniques used are certainly interesting.

In [13], Mitchell et al. evaluate a system they have set up for
on-line television in which social media is integrated. Twitter is
used to present tweets about the currently viewed program. Here
the twitter API is used and a simple search of the programs title
is employed to retrieve relevant messages. Their work represents
the basic use of twitter for retrieving TV related tweets and un-
fortunately recall and precision is not evaluated.

Classification of tweets have been investigated by several au-
thors. Some work with the problem of TV related tweets [4][5]
others with other ambiguous topics [6]. However here the test set
is collected using simple rules, such as using the title of the topic,
or manually selected keywords. A limited form of query expan-
sion is used in [14] to generate the data set, all hashtags found
in the data set retrieved by searching for “#worldcup” are recur-
sively used to search for new tweets. In [7] the streaming API is
used and messages are classified in a streaming fashion, however
the search terms used are manually selected.

Arguing that conventional TV ratings, the so called Nielsen rat-
ings, are outdated Wakamiya et al. employ an alternative method
for estimating the number of viewers by counting certain tweets
[4]. A large data set collected from the Twitter API during one
month was used, where all geotagged*4 data with Japanese origin
available was filtered for the, manually selected, Japanese key-
words equivalent to words such asTV and watching. The key
problem of identifying which messages are related to a particular
TV shows is addressed and, as seen in other works [6], additional
information about the television programs are used: here in the
form of an electronic program guide (EPG). Textual similarity is
computed between the set of collected tweets and EPG entries. In
addition to the textual similarity metric, both temporal and spa-
tial proximity to the television broadcast is used to form a score
for each tweet that is compared against a threshold. Experimental
results indicate high precision for the proposed method but pos-
sibly low recall. Regrettably, no discussion about the statistical
significance of the ratings acquired was present.

In a series of papers: [5] [15] [16], a group of researchers from
AT&T labs and Leigh University, including Bernard Renger, Jun-
lan Feng and Ovidiu Dan, present a method for classifying am-
biguous tweets and an application of their method, Voice enabled
social TV. Among other features, the cosine distance from exter-

*3 https://sites.google.com/site/microblogtrack/
*4 Some users enablegeotaggingso that the coordinates of the user at the

time of posting is publicly available
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nal sources are used. Their approach achieves an F-measure of
89%. Their results are only valid as a measure of an overall sys-
tem if all the relevant tweets can be found using the title of the
show as a search term.

4. Proposed method

To increase recall of tweet collection we employ automatic
query expansion based on statistics calculated from a large num-
ber of tweets. But, increasing recall is not enough for a practical
application, one must also ensure that retrieval precision is suf-
ficient. Towards this end we investigate the use of a supervised
classifier with the goal of classifying additional retrieved tweets
as either being about a TV show, or not.

4.1 Query Expansion
Query expansion is a well known technique in information re-

trieval (IR) [17] but is often used in IR systems where terms in
queries are weighted according to an importance metric. Be-
cause we are interested in retrieving data from twitter directly in
a streaming fashion we are limited to Boolean search. Therefore
we use a slightly modified version of term divergence to gather
not terms, but conjunctions of terms.

Following the work of Amati [18] we will use different bino-
mial distributions as our probability space where term frequen-
cies in related documents are considered samples of these dis-
tributions. Assume that for each document in a collection it is
know whether or not is related to a certain topic. We can then
measure the information content of the observed term frequency
in the related documents by using a Binomial distribution based
on the collection as a whole. For efficiency reasons this requires
approximating the binomial distribution using Stirling’s formula
[19].

In f (t) = Ft,R · D(pR, pC) +
1
2

log2(2π · Ft,R · (1− pR)) (1)

D(pR, pC) = pR · log2

(

pR

pC

)

+ pR · log2

(

1− pR

1− pC

)

(2)

Where In f (t) represents the information content of termt in
the relevant set.Ft,R is the frequency oft in the relevant set,pR

the estimated probability of termt in the relevant set andpC in the
collection as a whole. The divergence functionD is very similar
to the symmetricKullback-Leiblerdivergence.
4.1.1 Co-occurrence heuristic

Instead of producing single term expansion terms we find con-
junctions of two terms,u, v as follows: given a list ofk terms,
check the pairwise co-occurrence of these terms in virtual docu-
ments from the relevant set consisting of 5 tweets, the two tweets
collected just before and the two collected just after the tweet
containing the first term in the conjunction pair. Rank the pairs
according to their modified dice coefficient:

D̃ =
2 · d̃ fu∧v

d fu + d fv
(3)

Where d̃ f represents document frequency of the virtual docu-
ments in the pseudo relevant set andd f the document frequency
in the collection as a whole.

1: PRS is an array of relevant tweets,twl ,1 ≥ l ≥ N.

2: for all termst ∈ ∪i twi do

3: if pR > pC then

4: Use equation 1 calculateIn f (t) and add〈t, In f (t)〉 to list l

5: end if

6: end for

7: Sortl in order ofIn f (t).

8: Let top[K] be an array of termsti .

9: top← theK terms corresponding to largestIn f (t).

10: returntop

Fig. 1 Algorithm, Top(K,PRS), produces an array of single search terms.

1: Let PRSbe an array of relevant tweets,twl ,1 ≥ l ≥ N.

2: top← Top(K, PRS)

3: Let pairs[K · (K − 1)/2] be an array of〈S tring,S tring,Integer〉.

4: for all termsti in top do

5: Tu ← {tweetstw | ti ∈ tw}

6: for all termst j ∈ top | j > i do

7: Tv ← {tweetstw | t j ∈ tw}

8: for all twl ∈ Tv do

9: vd← twl−2@twl−1@...@twl+2

10: if ti ∈ vd then

11:
〈

ti , t j , count
〉

← pairs[index(i, j)]

12: pairs[index(i, j)] ←
〈

ti , t j , count+ 1
〉

13: end if

14: end for

15: end for

16: end for

Fig. 2 Algorithm, Pairs, produces the pairs of search terms used.

4.1.2 Hashtag heuristic
Given a list ofk terms, all terms that are mentions or hashtags,

start with# or @ respectively, are considered related if the hash-
tag without the initial pound symbol is not found in a standard
English dictionary.
4.1.3 Producing the search terms used

The algorithms in Fig. 1, called Top(K,PRS), and in Fig. 2,
called Pairs, show how search terms are generated from col-
lected tweet data using AQE and the co-occurrence heuristic.
Top(K,PRS) finds theK most informative terms according to
equation 1. Algorithm Pairs finds pairs of terms and their counts
of occurrence in the virtual documents. Note that the nested loops
on lines 6-14 correspond to doing a join between the tweets that
containti and the virtual documents, formed byt j , that contain
ti . This can be implemented as a hash-join of search results.
The final step of sorting the term pairs according to their mod-
ified dice coefficient using equation 3 is omitted. The function
index(i, j) returns the correct index to store the term pair at in the
arraypairs.

4.2 Classification for improved precision
Since we are interested in increasing recall as much as possible

we are not interested in ranking the results of tweet retrieval. Fur-
thermore, because we are working with a stream of results this is
not feasible. Using pairs of search terms removes many spurious
matches, such as decreasing the probability of a match with a sin-
gle word from a quote. However, it is to optimistic to assume that
all new tweets retrieved by searching for the term pairs created
are related and therefore some filtering is necessary.
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Table 2 Text sources used for comparing with tweets.

Text source Description
EPG Description of show
TV.com Description of show, character names
Wikipedia page Main wikipedia page,

use of boilerplate algorithm
Top10 Google The top 10 pages of Google search,

use of boilerplate then concatenated
Collected tweets Concatenation of originally collected

tweets containing the title of the TV show
TV words Television related terms

To increase precision we therefore take our inspiration from re-
lated works in tweet classification [15][6] and compare external
sources with tweets. The supervised classifier,f , can be seen as
a function of two input arguments, a tweet and a show title. If we
useK different external sources:

c : RK → {true, f alse}

f (tweet, title) = c(g(pp(tweet), ws(title)))

Herec denotes a supervised, binary, vector based classifier,pp

the pre-processing operations listed in section 4.2.1,ws web
scraping of external resources as described in section 4.2.2 and
g the cosine distance oft f ∗ id f vectors. The features used in
c, corresponding to different external sources processed byws,
are listed in table 2. Each source corresponds to one feature in
the feature vector that represents the tweet during classification.
The feature value is calculated as the cosine distance between the
t f · id f vectors of the tweet and the text source. TheTV words

source is not gathered from the web but instead created manu-
ally and consists of the words episode, premiere, season, watch,
watching and patterns of the form eX, e0X, sX, s0X, sXeX and
s0Xe0X with X = 1..10. More accurate document frequencies
are estimated using government documents from the American
national corpus [20].
4.2.1 Using all information in tweets

In twitter we see several novel uses of the English language,
most likely driven by the limit of 140 characters. The following
phenomena are present in tweets:
Retweet The letters “RT” before a message indicate that it is a

copy of another message.
User tag A unique string associated with each twitter account
Reply and mentions A string of type @[uid] indicates that the

message is directed towards a specific user with user tag
[uid] or refers to that user.

Hashtags A ’#’ sign followed by a keyword cam denote the
users selected category of the message but we have found
that hashtags are commonly used for emphasis as well such
as “#bestshowever”.

URLs External information is often referenced in tweet using
URLs.

To reduce the vocabulary mismatch between tweets and exter-
nal sources we have employed several pre-processing techniques.
( 1 ) Exchange a mention with the name and description of the

user as found using the twitter API.
( 2 ) Split hashtags to the words found in a dictionary with fre-

quency counts where the solution sentence with the highest
multiplied frequency of all the words is chosen.

( 3 ) Hashtags that consists of the initial letters of the TV show
name are replaced with the show name.

( 4 ) Look up the content of URLs linked from tweets using the
boilerplate algorithm and replace the URL with this content,
see section 4.2.2.

4.2.2 Web scraping
A lot of content on web pages are not relevant to the main focus

of the web page. This content could for instance be commercials
or a side menu that offers navigation of the web site and so on.
If this non-relevant text was included either as an external source
or as additional tweet text found by looking up URLs found in
tweets it is likely that the proposed method would be much less
effective. Therefore we have chosen to use theBoilerplatesuper-
vised learning method that has high accuracy when determining
informative text sections of web sites [21].

4.3 Complete system
The operation of the system is described in Fig. 3. For pro-

cessing tweets according to the proposed method several steps
are necessary.
• A large corpus of tweets is essential. This means that we

need to have ongoing tweet collection for tweets that include
titles of TV programs over a longer period of time. During
this process tweets are periodically collected and stored in
a database. Periodically, the term statistics for each tweet
and the corpus as a whole are updated using only tweets that
match the filtering criteria of section 5. These statistics are
stored in the database calledTerm statisticsin the figure.

• For classification external web pages are collected, fed
through the boilerplate algorithm, and stored in the database
calledExternal sources.

• When we have a large corpus of tweets we can train our clas-
sifier. By going through the pre-processing steps listed in
section 4.2.1, we get a larger body of text representing each
tweet. This text is then compared with external sources that
were scraped earlier to get the feature vector of each tweet.
The process is similar to the process shown in theClassifica-

tion module in the figure but the feature vectors are not used
for classification but for training.

With the above preparations done the system is ready to collect
new tweets using AQE to improve recall and classification to
maintain precision. As can be seen in Fig. 3 the terms gener-
ated by theQuery expansionmodule are used as arguments for
the Twitter streaming API and the resulting tweets are processed
by theClassificationmodule using a trained classifier model, fi-
nally generating the end results. TheQuery expansionmodule
corresponds to the steps listed in section 4.1 where Top(K) and
Pairs() refers to the algorithms listed in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 respec-
tively. TheClassificationmodule corresponds to the steps listed
in section 4.2. ThePre-processstep corresponds to section 4.2.1.

5. Evaluation

As described in section 4.3 we collect statistics about term dis-
tributions in tweets containing the title of TV-shows, train a clas-
sifier then perform AQE and classification to evaluate our pro-
posed method.
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Fig. 3 Collection and classification of new tweets.

Table 3 TV shows used for collecting tweets with new search terms. Shows
marked with “*” are aired as reruns multiple times every day.

TV show Genre Air times (UTC)
How I met your mother Drama, Comedy 9/22/*
The big bang theory Drama, Comedy 9/23/*
The vampire diaries Drama, Science fiction 9/21/00:00
The X factor Talent show 9/27/00:00
Wheel of fortune Game show 9/18/23:30

To get accurate statistics about which terms provide the most
information gain using equation 1 we collected tweets contain-
ing the titles of 1478 different American TV shows and the most
common hashtags found in these tweets, always grouping by the
title. Collection has been carried out in excess of six months re-
sulting in more than 133 million tweets. Later we employ strict
filtering before calculating statistics to only get tweets which are
original and likely to be uniquely about one TV show.
( 1 ) Only keep tweets that contain the title words or a concate-

nated string of the title words prefixed with #.
( 2 ) Keep only alphanumeric characters and#,@. Remove URLs

from consideration.
( 3 ) Remove all tweets containing any capitalization ofRT as a

stand-alone term.
( 4 ) Remove all tweets matching the exact same content as an-

other previously seen tweet.
( 5 ) Remove all tweets that contain more than one show title.

This second title must be longer than one word and comes
from a list of known shows.

( 6 ) Remove all tweets that are determined not to be English by
a naive Bayes classifier.

To evaluate the proposed method we collected data for 5 TV
shows of different genres using AQE. Due to limitations of a free
twitter API account we could only search for one of these shows
at a time and did so for 23h30min staring 6h before airing of the
show, see table 3.

To obtain search terms for the twitter streaming API Top(k)
was used withk=25. Then the hashtag heuristic was applied to
get hashtags and mentions as search terms. Finally, the 40 highest
ranked term pairs according to equation 3 out of the possible 300
generated by Pairs() was used. For comparison, we also search
for the actual title so that we later can filter out all tweets that
contain the title to see the increase in number of tweets.

Table 4 Number of tweets collected for the different TV shows during
23h30min.

TV show Containing title Extra tweets
How I met your mother 6,271 11,002
The big bang theory 10,222 3,907
The vampire diaries 13,118 23,598
The X factor 62,539 253,376
Wheel of fortune 1,253 912

The system itself is built around a modified version ofTerrier

3.5*5 [22] where the language detection used is the open source
projectlanguage-detection*6.

After obtaining AQE collection results for the different shows
a sample of 500 tweets for each show that do not contain the title
was labeled. This allows us to see how well the system works
without the classification step, see table 8; to evaluate a classifier
for the problem, see table 7, and complete system performance in
terms of increased number of tweets and precision, see table 9.

5.1 Label criteria
Judging the topic of a message is something most humans are

very good at, however this problem is far from trivial. The de-
cision is based upon experience and knowledge of the interpreter
about the subject matter itself and the jargon used to talk about it.
Consider the following two hypothetical messages:

“When actorX and actorY kiss I get tears in my eyes every time”

“omg #MN is so good, @actorX is the best” where #MN is a hy-
pothetical hashtag used to denoteMovie Name.

For a person that has seen the movie in question it is obvious that
the first message refers to a specific movie. If that person is also
an avid twitter user she will understand the second message to be
strongly related to the same movie. Much of twitter consists of
even more idiosyncratic messages but with the proper knowledge
these can be understood and classified.

A strong definition ofrelated tois not possible, however we
can at least conclude that a message that contains a title that is
unique (or almost unequivocally used for one topic) is related. If
this title has alternatives in the form of hashtags, messages con-
taining these are also related. Furthermore we can collect mes-
sages containing other strongly related meta data terms and leave
it up to an evaluator to determine if they are related.

Tweets that are not written in English are manually replaced
from the tweets until we have 500 English tweets for each show
that are labeled.

5.2 Results
The proposed method gives us a number additional tweets, the

results of the experiments when using AQE only are listed in ta-
ble 4. We can observe that the TV showThe X factorhas an
abnormal number of additional tweets compared to the number
of tweets containing the title.

Figures 4-5 shows a breakdown of how many tweets per key-
word, or keyword pair, were found for the showsHow I met your

motherandThe X factorrespectively. A keyword must account

*5 www.terrier.org
*6 http://code.google.com/p/language-detection/
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Fig. 4 Fraction of tweets by search terms forHow I met your mother. Fig. 5 Fraction of tweets by search terms forThe X factor.

for at least 0.1% to be included in the chart. These charts show
what kind of keywords are generated and how large a fraction of
the retrieved results they account for. Most of the keyword pairs
do not give many new tweets but a few do. The most impor-
tant new keywords are arguably different hashtags and mentions.
Here we see the reason whyThe X factorhas a disproportionate
number of additional tweets: the popularity of the celebrity hosts
overtake that of the show itself.

To increase precision we wish to remove as many of the unre-
lated additional tweets as possible. We also want to keep as many
as possible of the related ones to achieve our goal of increasing
recall. We do this by supervised classification and the chosen
algorithm was the J48 implementation of the C4.5 decision tree
algorithm using the machine learning toolkit Weka [23].

Best case classification results are listed in table 6 where one
model is built for each show and the manually labeled data is
used with 10-fold cross validation. The following abbreviations
are used: Acc. denotes the accuracy,P1 the precision,R1 the re-
call andF1 the F-measure.P1,R1 andF1 are calculated for the
related class. These metrics are defined as follows, wheretp de-
notes true positive,tn true negative,f p false positive andf n false
negative:

Acc. = (tp+ tn)/(tp+ tn+ f p+ f n)

P1 = tp/(tp+ f p)

R1 = tp/(tp+ f n)

F1 = 2 · P1R1/(P1 + R1)

A feasible system however, cannot rely on manually labeled
data and table 7 shows the results when we build one model us-
ing assumed labels. The training data is made up of up to 10,000
tweets containing the title for each show that where randomly
sampled from a database of collected tweets. These tweets are
used both as related and unrelated training examples depending
on which of the 5 sets of external sources they where compared
against. The test set is composed of the annotated data.

Table 8 shows the class distribution of the labeled sample of
500 tweets that do not contain the title for each show. The ta-
ble also shows classification results of this sample, indicated by
the subscriptC. Our classifier is compared to a baseline classifier

that assumes all tweets are relevant. In a live system one uses
all tweets that are determined to be relevant by the classifier and
these correspond to two categoriestpC and f pC.

After classification we can estimate the performance of the
complete system if we assume that the rate related to unrelated
tweets is the same for all new tweets that are collected and that
the classifier performance is also the same. The maximum likeli-
hood estimation of precision and the increase in number of tweets
is calculated with:

T̂ P = |ttitle| + T P rate · P rate · |textra|

F̂P = FP rate · N rate · |textra|

∆tweets= (T̂ P / |ttitle|) − 1

prec = T̂ P / (T̂ P · F̂P)

Here ttitle denotes the set of tweets containing the title andtextra

the set of additional tweets that are retrieved using AQE. The rates
P rate andN rate is the estimated rate of positive and negative
tweets oftextra according to assigned labels. From classification
of the labeled data we estimate the classifier performance for all
the retrieved tweets with the true positive rateT P rate and the
false positive rateFP rate. The results can be seen in table 9,
where∆tweetsC andprecC are the collection results after classi-
fication. Note that for the showWheel of fortunethe increase in
tweets is actually greater and the total precision lower since not
all the tweets containing the title are related, see table 5.
5.2.1 Ambiguity

The issue of ambiguous titles is investigated in [6], [16] and
other works. Here we have focused on titles that consists of at
least three words and assumed that any tweet that contains all
these words is actually about the TV show. To test this assump-
tion we sampled 100 tweets from each show and assigned labels.
We can see in table 5 that this assumption is not completely ac-
curate but good enough for our assumption except in the case of
The wheel of fortune.

6. Analysis

From the results in table 9 we can observe that for one of the
shows,The big bang theorythe precision is high enough to use
the tweets without further processing for analysis. For all other
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Table 5 Percentage of tweets containing the title that are related to the tele-
vision show.

TV show Fraction related
How I met your mother 100%
The big bang theory 99%
The vampire diaries 100%
The X factor 100%
Wheel of fortune 81%

Table 6 Classification results when using manually labeled test data as
training data with 10-fold cross validation.

TV show Acc. P1 R1 F1

How I met your mother 0.892 0.846 0.856 0.851
The big bang theory 0.894 0.924 0.916 0.92
The vampire diaries 0.784 0.726 0.898 0.803
The X factor 0.876 0.822 0.731 0.774
Wheel of fortune 0.938 0.929 0.954 0.941
Average 0.877 0.850 0.871 0.858

Table 7 Classification results when using training data generated from the
same external sources, training examples are from all five shows.

TV show Acc. P1 R1 F1

How I met your mother 0.874 0.820 0.833 0.826
The big bang theory 0.886 0.918 0.910 0.914
The vampire diaries 0.746 0.748 0.727 0.737
The X factor 0.508 0.356 0.862 0.504
Wheel of fortune 0.834 0.797 0.916 0.852
Average 0.770 0.728 0.850 0.767

shows exceptThe X factorthe system precision is adequate. The
gains in recall are not dramatic but these are tweets from users
that use twitter specific language to express themselves and we
believe that it is important to not remove this group since it cre-
ates an unnecessary bias. This demonstrates the utility of our
system.

For The X factorthe gains in recall are greater but the preci-
sion is not enough and results inspection reveals that tweets about
celebrities dominate miss-classifications. It is very hard for the al-
gorithm to separate the actor or television personality from their
television appearance, it is also quite hard for a person to do this
when assigning labels.

The most effective operational characteristic of the system is
the understanding of twitter language use with the help of heuris-
tic methods. Splitting hashtags into their constituent words, look-
ing up web content, resolving user tags used as a substitute for the
title and assuming that some abbreviations stand for the shows
name allows classification to be accurate. The tweets where this
is applicable also correspond to the majority of related additional
tweets. A second, much smaller, group of related tweets are not
easy to classify correctly, they often refer to events in the shows or
voice opinions about how characters or TV personalities behave
in the TV program.

This leads us to believe that greater emphasis on which search
terms to use is more important than classification. As an example:
if the system can understand that the mention @TheXfactorUSA
is not about a person but the twitter account associated with the
show whilst @ddlovato refers (mostly) to the host of this show as
the users idol. Both these users include the string “The X Factor”
in their description on twitter.

Matching word two-grams or three-grams from tweets against
a full transcript of the show would most likely capture the hard
to classify tweets about events that happened in the TV-show, but

this requires access to more accurate external data as-well as rad-
ically more memory and computing resources. The bag of words
assumption made where we comparet f ∗ id f scores is not enough
to handle these types of tweets.

Investigating the effects of other features for classification such
as correlation with broadcast times is certainly interesting for
television related tweets. There is clearly some correlation be-
tween the quantity of tweets retrieved with the search terms used
and the broadcast time, see Fig. 6.

7. Conclusions and future work

We performed AQE using a large corpus of specially collected
tweets containing television titles to produce new search terms.
These search terms where then used to gather data directly from
twitter and an increase in number of tweets was estimated for five
different television programs. The average increase in number of
tweets was estimated to 66.5%.

To improve precision a classifier was used on the gathered data
that did not include the original title, this classifier uses web-
scraping to compare tweets with external sources with mixed re-
sults, for three of the five television shows the gains in recall are
modest but the precision is high enough to consider the system
functional. For two shows the increase in number of tweets re-
trieved is good but the false positive rate is to high for accurate
analysis, this is especially true for the TV showThe X factor.

In short, there is evidence that an automatic system can find
additional keywords for more effective market research using
tweets.

Future work will include investigating the effects of the differ-
ent parameters of the method such as the number of tweets used to
form virtual documents, the number of terms used and the num-
ber of term pairs generated. Furthermore, it should be possible
to rework the hashtag and mention heuristic to improve results.
Regrettably, the lack of an annotated product tracking corpus of
tweets makes it very time consuming to evaluate these parameters
and perhaps it is best to focus on theoretical analysis.

The bag of words assumption used when comparing to exter-
nal sources does not capture all of the most difficult tweets to
classify, those that do not contain some version of the title. This
warrants investigation into other methods to increase precision of
the method.

Investigating the use of the system for ratings calculations and
correlating with conventional methods is certainly an interesting
avenue for future work.
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